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ACRONYMS AND TERMINOLOGIES

DC:

direct current

DoW: Description of Work
KPI:

Key Performance indicators

kW:

kilowatt (unit for electric power)

kWh:

kilowatt hour (unit for electric energy)

LVB:

Leipziger Verkehrsbetriebe (LVB) GmbH – local transport operator

Bus service schedule
A bus service schedule describes all driving tasks and dwell times of a bus between leaving the bus
depot and returning to it.
Opportunity charging
Charging strategy in which battery buses are recharged at both the bus depot and one or several
terminal stops of one or several bus lines.
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1. Executive summary
1.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

The Leipzig Use Case Pillar A aims at evaluating all bus lines of the “Leipziger
Verkehrsbetriebe” (LVB) that are predominantly served by 12m buses regarding the feasibility
of shifting from diesel to battery bus operation.
The work was based both on data measured on LVB bus line 89 and information on typical
energy consumption figures coming from a Fraunhofer IVI data base. The objective is to
identify the energetic feasibility of battery bus operation for existing lines in Leipzig.
The criteria for evaluating the results are both technical and economic feasibility. Based on
this analysis, a step-by-step approach has been developed that will allow LVB to gradually
procure battery buses and their corresponding charging infrastructure.
Further developments, e.g. of energy storage or heating systems, had to be taken into
consideration. Moreover, minimizing pollutants is an important aspect to be discussed.
The project results provide the basis for policy recommendations on how to implement and
promote electric mobility in the LVB bus network.
The present report focuses on the energetic analysis of vehicle deployment. It is based on the
charging strategy already used on line 89. This strategy is generally known as opportunity
charging meaning that the buses can be recharged with relatively high charging power during
breaks or turning periods at selected (terminal) stops – provided that full charging can be
achieved overnight or at the depot.
Based on the calculations, charging locations are identified and evaluated with regards to their
feasibility (available space, distance to energy supply of trams or trains, utilization intensity
and energy turnover)
If using battery buses with opportunity charging is not possible or clearly not advisable,
alternative solutions are pointed out.

1.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles
The content of Pillar C of the Leipzig use case was a study on legal barriers, juridical
backgrounds in relation to multi-purpose use of infrastructure of the existing tram infrastructure,
i.e. selling energy from the tram network to third parties. This study describes the requirements
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and possibilities how to support e-mobility in case of multi-purpose use of infrastructure.
It is based on the verification of contemporary legal regulations with the focus on recharging
of electric / ebuses by using the tram energy, existing tram infrastructure. Therefore,
recommendations for political decision makers and public transport companies shall be
compiled.
Within this study external experts considered the German law towards the support or
restrictions for using the tram power network to recharge electric vehicles. The review of legal
effects for the use of electricity supply for vehicles within the transport company or for third
parties was also reviewed at German level.
Recommendations shall be formulated out of the results of Pillar C, to point out present
conflicts in German government aid (subsidies, development funds), tax law and energy law.
In addition to that, it also shall be examined to what extent European partner countries face
similar conflicts that need to be solved.
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2. Introduction
The overall aim of ELIPTIC is to develop new use concepts and business cases to optimise
existing electric infrastructure and rolling stock, saving both money and energy. ELIPTIC will
advocate electric the public transport sector at a political level and help develop political
support for the electrification of public transport across Europe.
ELIPTIC looks at three thematic pillars:
 Safe integration of ebuses into existing electric PT infrastructure through (re)charging
ebuses “en route”, upgrading trolleybus networks with battery buses or trolley-hybrids
and automatic wiring/de-wiring technology.
 Upgrading and/or regenerating electric public transport systems (flywheel, reversible
substations).
 Multi-purpose use of electric public transport infrastructure: safe (re)charging of nonpublic transport vehicles (pedelecs, electric cars/ taxis, utility trucks).
With a strong focus on end users, ELIPTIC will analyse 20 use cases within the three thematic
pillars. The project will support uptake and exploitation of results by developing guidelines and
tools for implementation schemes for upgrading and/or regenerating electric public transport
systems. Option generator and decision-making support tools, strategies and policy
recommendations will be created to foster Europe-wide take up and rollout of various
development schemes. Partners and other cities will benefit from ELIPTIC's stakeholder and
user forum approach. ELIPTIC addresses the challenge of “transforming the use of
conventionally fuelled vehicles in urban areas” by focusing on increasing the capacity of
electric public transport, reducing the need for individual travel in urban areas and by
expanding electric intermodal options (e.g. linking e-cars charging to tram infrastructure) for
long-distance commuters. The project will strengthen the role of electric public transport,
leading to both a significant reduction in fossil fuel consumption and to an improvement in air
quality through reduced local emissions.
The document describes the results of the activities in both Pillar A and Pillar C, which is
mirrored by an according division of each chapter. Chapter 3 provides an overview on the use
cases which focus in Pillar A on the possibilities for introducing 12m battery buses using
opportunity charging (fast charging at terminal stops).
Pillar C will produce recommendations that will examine the legal barriers and legal
background regarding the multi-purpose use of existing tram infrastructure for its own purposes
and the sale of tram network energy to third parties.
Afterwards, the methodologies are described. Regarding Pillar A, the methodology for the
technical assessment of battery bus operation is explained.
Chapter 5 first lists the results of the feasibility study and describes in detail suitable lines and
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the possibilities to use tram DC-infrastructure. Additionally, a comparision of Non-ELIPTIC and
ELIPTIC KPI’s which compare a diesel bus with a battery bus operation is given.
Finally, the utilisation of the study results after the ELIPTIC project are explained in chapter 6.
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3. Use Case Overview
3.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

The overall objective of the Pillar A use case was the technical and economic analysis of all
bus lines with regard to the operation of fast charging battery buses on these lines. In total, 42
bus lines that are predominantly served with standard buses have been analysed. The results
of this feasibility study list all bus lines for which the operation of fast charging battery buses is
already technically and financially feasible.
In addition, the possibilities for connecting the charging infrastructure to the local tram DC-grid
are described.
The basis for this analysis was formed by an extensive Fraunhofer data base on vehicle
parameters. This data base has been complemented by battery bus operation on LVB line 89
between Kreuz Connewitz and Leipzig Main Station / Goethestraße and further verified by
additional measurement data.

3.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles
The main objective of this use case was to identify the legal barriers and judicial background
in relation to the multipurpose use of the existing tram infrastructure for selling energy from the
tram network to third parties. For this task, an external expert was subcontracted.
Special attention were given to the differentiation between charging current and tram driving
current, because of the different regulations in the electricity tax law as well as the energy
imposition law. Furthermore, it should be identified, what delimitation procedures are needed
for declaring the amounts of electricity consumed by third parties in order to act legally and not
to lose the companies own legal energy-related privileges.
Finally, LVB intoroduced the study results to relevant working groups (e.g. VDV) to explain the
difficult legal situation for trams/railways and discussed the recoomendations how to overcome
this unclear situation and hwo to proceed in the further design of the legislation to enable multipurpose charging concepts based in existing public transport infrastcruture. .
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4. Methodology
4.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

4.1.1 General approach
The program IVInet has been used to analyze the 12m bus network of Leipzig with regards to
the anticipated energy demand of the individual bus operation schedules.
IVInet conducts a simplified energy balance calculation using generalized values for the
specific energy consumption of a battery bus. Each bus operation schedule is tested for
sufficient electric energy in the energy storage, requiring that
Ebat +  Ech ≥  Econ + Eres
(4-1)
with
Ebat
useable energy content of the battery [kWh]
Ech
energy charged during operation [kWh]
Econ
consumed energy for traction and auxiliary units [kWh]
Eres
energy reserve [kWh]
is given at any time throughout a day of operation.
In IVInet, every trip and every stop at a terminal station are operations for which this condition
has to be verified. If there is enough energy for all operations in the energy storage, the bus
operation schedule is considered suitable to be served by battery buses. In the case that the
energy is not sufficient, the bus operation schedule has to be adapted to the current state of
technology or battery bus service for this bus operation schedule has to be postponed until
higher performing batteries have been developed.
Provided that the vehicles start their operations with a fully charged energy storage, it is
assumed that the charging strategy entails opportunity charging during waiting time at terminal
stops. This means that sufficient charging possibilities are available in the depots Lindenau
and Paunsdorf. The condition that each part of a divided schedules starts with a fully charged
storage can be considered fulfilled, because there are always long waiting periods between
entering and leaving the depots.

4.1.2 Parameters for the energy balance calculation with IVInet
The parameters for the energy balance calculation with IVInet are given in the following tables.
They are the result of previous studies and have been reflected in the first operational data of
the battery bus on line 89 in Leipzig in the early summer of 2016. Additionally, more measuring
data from other battery bus applications has been used to verify the parameters
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Parameter

Value

Length

12 m

Vehicle empty mass without storage

10,500 kg

Mass of energy storage

2,500 kg

Average load (20 pers. x 68 kg)

1,360 kg

Overall mass

14,360 kg

Effective energy content of the battery storage

150 kWh

Minimum energy reserve in the battery storage

50 kWh

Traction energy demand

0.08 kWh/(t*km)

without passengers

1.04 kWh/km

with passengers

~1.15 kWh/km

Heating

auxiliary heating
with liquid fuel

Air-Conditioning
Electric ΔT-air conditioning with 24 VDC rooftop
installations;
adjustment range 18 - 30°C
average electric power at 30 °C

3.4 kW

energy demand of other auxiliaries

0.9 kW

Table 1: Vehicle parameters

Fully electric heating or fully electric air-conditioning significantly increase the energy demand
of a vehicle and lead to a noticeable reduction of the range of battery buses. That is why
temperature control will be implemented with a liquid fuel based heating and two small rooftop
installations for air conditioning. Based on the current state of technology, this temperature
control concept allows to shift to battery buses in a fast and economically efficient manner.
In order to take possible delays into account, the calculation includes a general deduction of
the waiting time at terminal stops for delays. Moreover, the duration of the connecting process
and the impact of different temperatures have been included in the calculation. Due to the
selected temperature control strategy, days with higher cooling demands are energetically the
most critical days.
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Parameter

Value

Charging power of the charging station

250 kW

Connection time (time between vehicle standstill and start
of charging)

20 s

Table 2: Charging parameters
Parameter

Value

Ambient temperature

28°C

General delays

3 min

Elevation profile

not taken into account due to flat topology

Table 3: Other parameters

4.1.3 Processing steps and presentation of results
The bus operation schedules have been analysed with regard to their suitability for battery bus
service and opportunity charging under the above mentioned conditions. Short routes of 20 to
75 km length are possible without any interim charging.
The night lines and lines 62, 65, and 108 have schedules that cannot be fully served by
specified battery buses – not even with interim charging at all terminal stops.
Based on the suitable bus operation schedules, the demand for vehicles and charging stations
was identified and suggestions for the step-by-step shift from a large number of diesel buses
to battery buses with opportunity charging were made. Moreover, it was taken into account, if
stops were suitable for setting-up charging stations.
The proposed steps (chapter 6) stipulate the continuous set-up of a network of charging
stations for applicable lines and line groups. Suitability criteria were the deployment of the
buses as frequent as possible, the numerically balanced ratio of charging stations to battery
buses as well as the predicted energy turnover at the charging stations. These criteria also
give reference for economical estimations. Therefore, for lines and line groups where the ratio
is less than three buses per charging station, the shift to battery buses with opportunity
charging has not been recommended, with one exemption for line 79. Chapter 6 also contains
recommendations for electrifying these lines. In the beginning they should be served by diesel
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buses. Later they can make the transition to battery buses, too. It has to be decided from case
to case if this will happen with opportunity charging or with depot charging only.

4.1.4 Process evaluation methodology
The process evaluation of ELIPTIC assessed project activities in order to identify barriers and
drivers during the implementation phase of all use cases. Data was collected through surveys,
individual semi-structured interviews (face-to-face and via telephone) as well as pillar-specific
focus groups, with use case managers and local evaluation managers. The interviews and
focus groups were held at different stages throughout the project; the begging phase of the
project, the interim stage and the final stage. The questions were adapted to the particular
project phases, and focused on status, impacts, successes and problems in the
implementation of use cases. All interviews and focus groups requested critical reflection on
project processes as well as recommendations from use case and evaluation managers.
Before data analysis, the data was encrypted to protect the informers’ identities. Using the
Qualitative Data Analysis software NVivo, all interviews and focus group notes were thoroughly
assessed and coded. Patterns in the data were identified and similar statements were sorted
into drivers and barriers within the following categories:
Cooperation and Communication; Operation; User Perceptions; Spatial planning; Financial
Framework; Political Framework; Regulatory Framework; Environmental Conditions
As part of the data analysis, the frequency of occurrence of key themes in the data was counted
in order to indicate the relevance of the respective themes. The findings of the process
evaluation portray drivers and barriers on a use case cluster level that were agreed upon with
the other supporting partners University Gdansk (Cost-benefit analysis) and Siemens (SWOTanalysis): I) In-motion charging (Pillar A / trolley-hybrid cluster), II) opportunity charging (Pillar
A cluster), III) Energy storage and optimization of energy use (Pillar B cluster) and IV) Multipurpose use of electric PT infrastructure (Pillar C cluster). The findings will serve as the basis
for information and recommendations for other European cities in the implementation of
electric public transport measures.

4.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging evehicles
In connection with the disclosure of legal conflicts, it was necessary to examine, in alignment
with associations and interest groups, which initiatives are already underway to defuse the
respective constellation.
Commissioning of an external partner, who has proven appropriate references for the
preparation of a study: "Analysis of the energy processes occurring in the case of an E-bus
charge from the tram network and the selection in the sense of the allocation of respectively
applicable energy or electricity tax requirements".
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4.2.1 SWOT analysis methodology C.4
The Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat (SWOT) analysis within eLIPTIC is based
on the qualitative data provided by the use-cases with regard to their particular technology
concept. The core of the data was obtained via a structured questionnaire and semi-structured
interviews. Through the comprehensive questionnaire data regarding the viability of the
technology in the city/use case specific framework was acquired. The subsequent interviews,
as follow-up of the questionnaire, targeted to clarify and validate the answers given so far, to
discuss unclear issues and to collect further information. The obtained data was then validated
twice: by use case representatives and independently by project internal experts.
The SWOT analysis is one of the most frequently used tools for strategic planning. The
underlying logic of a SWOT analysis is to group the internal, i.e. strength and weaknesses,
and external issues, i.e. opportunities and threats. In doing a SWOT analysis for the innovative
technology concepts, which are not in use yet, drivers, barriers and prospects with regard to
the new technology concepts to support decision makers (and cities) shall be identified. The
SWOT analysis was thereby conducted for each use case in its respective setting, taking into
account technological, operational, financial as well as societal and environmental issues
(coherently with the KPI evaluation categories of task 3.1 and 3.3).
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5. Main evaluation results
5.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

In total 1,264 bus service schedules for 64 buses on 44 lines have been analysed. The results
give a good overview on the possibilities to substitute 12m diesel by battery buses.
As expected, some lines are easy to convert whereas other lines will be served by diesel buses
for the time being. The following chapters present the results of the feasibility study line by line
for all those bus lines for which the introduction of battery buses would be both technically and
financially feasible.
The approach used in this study has been applied many times before and once again
demonstrated its suitability to assess the possibilities for the introduction of battery buses. It
can be used for the evaluation of other cities and networks. However, experiences with other
cities showed that the results cannot be transferred to other cities. The portion of lines that can
be operated by battery buses without changes in the daily routines differs significantly from
city to city.

5.1.1 Step 1 – Line 89
Line 89 between Hauptbahnhof Goethestraße and Connewitz Kreuz is served by four buses
that do not switch to any other line. At the terminal stop Connewitz Kreuz, there is already a
charging station. It has been used since 2016 for testing the use of battery buses with
opportunity charging under real-life conditions and is connected to the tram DC-grid.

Figure 1: Terminal stop Connewitz Kreuz
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The energy balance calculation show that battery buses and a charging station make it
possible to serve all bus operation schedules with battery buses. From an energetic point of
view, there is no need for an additional charging station. The fall-back solution in case that the
charging station malfunctions should be operational redundancy using conventional buses.

5.1.2 Step 2 – Line 74
In total, there are 10 buses serving line 74 between Nathanaelkirche and Holzhausen
Sophienhöhe. Both terminal stops, Nathanaelkirche and Holzhausen Sophienhöhe, are
suitable for installing up to two charging stations each. The distance to the nearest tram DCgrid substation from the terminal stop Nathanaelkirche is approx. 350 – 500 m. The terminal
stop Holzhausen Sophienhöhe must be connected to the medium voltage power grid.

Figure 2: Terminal stops Nathanaelstraße and Holzhausen Sophienhöhe

If one charging station is set up at Nathanaelkirche and at Holzhausen Sophienhöhe
respectively, nine battery buses with opportunity charging can be implemented.

5.1.3 Step 3 – Line group 80, 81, 82, 86
The bus operation schedules of line 80 are normally linked to line 81, 82 and 86. Therefore,
these lines were merged into a line group. Three terminal stops need to be equipped with
charging stations (refer to following figure). The distances to the nearest substations are
approx. 850 m (Lindenau), 1,100 – 1,400 m (Thekla), and 500 m (S-Bahn station Messe)
respectively.

Figure 3: Terminal stops Lindenau, Thekla and S-Bahn-Station Messe
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By combining these charging stations up to 11 battery buses can be deployed. Only one bus
service schedule needs to be furthermore served by diesel buses or must be changed.

5.1.4 Step 4 – Line 79
The four buses on line 79 almost exclusively serve this line. Terminal stops are Thekla and
S-Bahn station Connewitz. The line can be fully served by battery buses, if charging stations
are available at both terminal stops. The distance between S-Bahn-Station Connewitz and the
nearest substation is approx. 750 m.

Figure 4: Terminal stops Thekla and S-Bahn-Station Connewitz

5.1.5 Step 5 – Line group 87 / 88 and line 90
The lines are served by a maximum of nine buses in parallel. Seven buses can be substituted
by battery buses if:
 The terminal stops Paunsdorf Center and Rathaus Waren are equipped with charging
stations;
 The terminal stop Rathaus Waren is relocated, and;
 The bus service schedules on weekends are changed.

Figure 5: Terminal stops Paunsdorf Center and Rathaus Waren (current location)
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The distances to the nearest substations are approx. 2,000 m (Paunsdorf Center), and 1,200
(Rathaus Waren).

5.1.6 Utilisation of tram DC-infrastructure
As chapter 5.1.1 to 5.1.5 show, the possibilities to connect the charging stations to be set-up
at their terminal stops to substations of the tram DC-grid are limited as the distances to the
nearest substation are in most cases quite long.
In some cases, however, the end points of so-called DC-connecting cables for the supply of
DC current to the catenaries of the tram are closer to the regarded terminal stops. Their
utilisation depends on the voltage drop between the substation and the charging station,
subject to further investigations.

5.1.7 Other lines
All other lines are either technically or economically not suitable for the operation of battery
buses using opportunity charging. They need to be furthermore served by diesel buses until
battery buses with a very high operational range without recharging are available. Such buses
will then be recharged at the bus depots only.

5.1.8 Calculation of investment cost
The electrification steps 1 to 5 require a total of 35 battery buses, 10 fast-charging stations at
terminal stops and the respective charging infrastructure for the buses at the bus depots. This
sums up to approx. 25 Mio. € considering the following cost listing:
 Battery buses:
35 x 580,000 € = 20,300,000 € (incl. charging devices)
 Charging stations:
10 x 400,000 € = 4,000,000 € (incl. connections)
 Depot adaptations:
approx. 300,000 – 600,000 €
 If necessary, additional connection costs for the depots

5.1.9 Key performance indicators (KPI)
The following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) refer to LVB bus lines that are predominantly
served by 12m buses. However, as in most bus networks, 12m buses also serve bus lines
during low demand periods which are otherwise served by articulated buses. Therefore, some
of the general KPI also include such services, e.g. specific fuel consumption.
Table 4 lists more general key performance indicators. Some of them just serve as an overview
on the bus lines and the operated buses. The principal approach of not changing the bus
operation schedule is mirrored by the numbers of necessary buses and drivers, which have
been assumed to be equal.
Table 5 contains more specific KPI which are directly linked to the shift towards battery buses.
In total, 35 buses with fast charging option can be operated substituting an equal number of
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diesel buses. This would lead to approx. 241,000 services to be offered using battery buses
annually. Moreover, with an electrified annual mileage of approx. 2.71 Mio. vehicle-kilometres
about 1,700 tons of CO2-emissions can be avoided, if electric energy from renewable sources
are considered.
KPIa)

Unit of
Measurementa)

NO ELIPTIC
Scenario Valuea)

NO ELIPTIC
Scenario Value

Total number of 12m buses

[-]

64

64

Number of drivers

[-]

approx. 280

approx. 280

Maintenance staff

[-]

approx. 10

approx. 10

Commercial speed, peak traffic

[km/h]

22.7

22.7

Frequency, peak traffic

[buses/hour]

6 (main lines)

6 (main lines)

Average dwell time

[s]

22

22

Journey / round trip time

[min]

different

different

Operation time

[veh-h/day]

1,866 (Mon – Fri)

1,866 (Mon – Fri)

Charging time percentage

[%]

approx. 0.5

different

Demand

[pass./month]

40.3 Mio.

40.3 Mio.

Residual value of vehicles

[€]

approx. 7,000

still unknown

Specific fuel consumption

[l/km]

37.5

-

Specific energy consumption

[kWh/km]

-

approx. 1.2

Specific heating oil consumption

[l/km]

included

approx. 0.04

Key

a) as reported in Del. 3.3

Table 4: General Key performance indicators
KPIa)

Unit of
Measurementa)

NO ELIPTIC
Scenario Valuea)

NO ELIPTIC
Scenario Value

Number of buses considered

[-]

35

35

Number of services considered

[#/a]

≈ 241,000

≈ 241,000

Annual mileage considered

[km/a]

≈ 2.71 Mio.

≈ 2.71 Mio.
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Fuel consumption per year

[l/a]

≈ 1.016 Mio.

-

Energy consumption per year

[kWh/a]

-

≈ 3.252 Mio.

Heating oil consumption per year

[l/a]

included

≈ 108,000

CO2-Emissions

[t/a]

≈ 3.040

≈ 324

Key

a) as reported in Del. 3.3

Table 5: Specific KPI – buses with opportunity charging – Step 1 – 5

5.1.12 Process evaluation drivers and barriers: Opportunity charging
The local implementation processes of use cases which focused on the integration of e-buses
and opportunity charging (Pillar A - opportunity charging) were promoted by several different
factors. Good cooperation and partnership dynamics between transport companies,
municipalities and universities proved to be significant drivers. Partnerships worked particularly
well where partners were also local sister organizations (i.e. municipal companies). A further
driver was a positive local image of e-mobility, which was reflected by high passenger
satisfaction and strong positive media support. A supportive atmosphere was also created
through local political commitment. Several municipalities had publicly expressed their support
for low-emission e-transport, issued air quality plans, noise reduction plans, or goals for the
integration of electric bus fleets. Project partners valued the politically supportive atmosphere
as a driver for incentives for public transport operators to electrify.
However, single use cases also experienced a downside of high political commitments, as
municipal ambitions surpassed the goals of use cases. This led to time pressure within the
project and high burdens to staff members. Operational barriers were the most prominent
challenge in Pillar A. Often, technological standards were insufficient to ensure interoperability;
several project partners had difficulties finding experts and suppliers. Timely data collection
and data processing led to unexpected delays in the operational process of use cases. Further
reoccurring barriers for use cases in this pillar category were of regulatory nature, including
legal uncertainties about the sale of electricity between companies, and high bureaucratic
burdens involved with implementing charging stations. The lack of sufficient staff qualifications
for driving, handling and maintenance of e-buses was an additional problem in a number of
use cases. While the current staff are to a large extent mechanics, the required staff for ebuses are mostly electricians, with additional programming skills and expertise on e-bus
components and safety issues.
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5.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles
5.2.1 SWOT analysis results C.4
Strength

Weakness

 Charging points supplied by the tram power grid
have advantages regarding their reliability as well
as availability (up to a specific charging power)
compared to charging points supplied by the public
distribution grid
 There are no expected adverse effects on the
tram operation, since this is a precondition (as per
concept definition) for the application of the
technology concept

 Technology concept is not ready for full
commercial application, all systems are
prototypes so far and thus not market available
(especially devices for voltage stabilization), further
there are no standards for the integration of
charging points in direct current grids of rail
transport modes, and no calibrated DC meter
available at the moment

Opportunity

Threat

 Supply of electric vehicle charging points with energy
from the tram grid offers a potential for several
synergies: 1) foster the use of public transport
modes by increasing the attractiveness of park and
ride strategies, 2) load balancing through a
vehicle-to-grid approach (under investigation, not
for tram grid), 3) representing one element in a
future smart grid

 Funding for the implementation and operation of
the technology concept is not
available/insecure, whereas main funding sources
are national/regional public funding and
European public funding

 A clear legal framework with regard to use
subsidized rail facilities to power charging points
would facilitate the application of the technology
concept

 Energy supply for charging points is second
priority within the tram power grid, causing time
and location dependent power availability
issues, charging management systems are
consequently required to ensure a proper charging
process

 Legal framework requires the distinction
between privileged (subsidized) energy for the tram
service and unprivileged (unsubsidized) energy for
charging points to account for differences in costs,
taxes, user fees and apportionments
 Distinction of energy used for the charging
process (energy from supply grid and
recuperated braking energy) is necessary from a
legal perspective, but currently problematic

Table 6: SWOT analysis results C.4
The technology concept in Leipzig benefits from a power grid with more reliability and
availability, and the protection, by design, that tram operation is not to be affected. The
concept, however, is not ready for full application, since the setup is based on prototypes at
the moment, without standards integration. Were these to be overcome, the opportunity of
several synergies is in sight with very promising technical possibilities.
Legally, there is a good opportunity to implement the concept in terms of the use of rail facilities;
on the other hand, technical aspects regarding the origin of the electric energy, as well as its
measurement pose challenges still to be resolved.
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6. Follow-up after the Use Case
6.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

The results of the feasibility study have been handed over to LVB as a report written in German
(Knote et al, 2017). Chapter 4 und 5 provide an abstract on the methodology and the results.
The feasibility study clearly shows the possibilities for the introduction of 12m battery buses
for the years to come. Its results form the basis for decisions on the introduction of battery
buses in the city of Leipzig. It is complemented by a similar feasibility study on articulated
buses which had been commissioned by LVB directly. With this, LVB has a comprehensive
concept for its way towards electric bus operation.
Depending on the decisions to be made by the management board and the political bodies,
LVB will introduce the first battery buses in 2019 according to the steps of implementation
described in this document. However, those steps of implementation must be slightly adapted
to the bus network planning’s for the time after the year 2020. For example, the decision to
increase the number of services on line 89 from four to six services per hour and direction will
require seven instead of four buses in operation at once.
It has also become evident that some charging stations can be directly connected to the tram
DC-grid, subject to further analyses regarding available power reserves in the concerned
substations. Other terminal stops are too far away from the nearest substation and are more
likely to be connected to the medium voltage grid.
The feasibility study makes it clear that there is a potential of approx. 35 12m buses that can
be substituted by battery buses during the next five to six years, taking an average annual
renewing rate of six to seven years into account. Assuming the further development of batteries
and other key technologies for battery buses, additional bus lines will be equipped with battery
buses that will most likely be recharged at the bus depots only.

6.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles
LVB will use the results of the study for general awareness raising and to discuss with working
groups of relevanrt stakeholders (e.g. VDV) what framework is needed to ensure that public
transport companies can act with legal certainty in order to avoid economic disadvantages by
not recognizing certain demarcations and not to make the bureaucratic effort exorbitant for
such a multi-purpose charging infrastruture approach.
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7. Conclusions
7.1 A.6: Opportunity
infrastructure)

(re)charging

of

ebuses

(using

tram

The feasibility study demonstrates once again that each introduction of battery buses still
requires a detailed analysis of possible lines to be converted.
As expected, not all lines and with that not all of LVB’s 64 12m buses are ready for substitution
taking the state of the art of battery buses and the necessity not to change the bus operation
into account. However, with 35 out of 64 buses, more than half of LVB’s 12m bus fleet can be
operated with fast charging battery buses using vehicles that are already commercially
available, whereas the operation of battery buses that can be recharged at bus depots is not
yet an option for LVB due to the sheer lengths of the bus operation schedules. The use of tram
DC-infrastructure is partly possible but is not urgently necessary.
The outcome of the project mirror exactly the planned activities and the description of work. In
a very short way, the results separate the “feasible” from the “currently impossible” and provide
a guideline for the local transport operator and the political decision makers.

7.2 C.4: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles
Until now, the energy law has mainly ruled the generation, consumption and transport of
energy. However, the requirements of the new energy world with its more or less renewable
energy as well as its extremely efficient and environmentally friendly technologies have not
been adequately considered yet. Thus, e.g. the conventional intermediate storage of energy,
e.g. in batteries and flywheels, and the related consumption, inclusive of the recuperation of
braking energy, have not been sufficiently considered yet.
So far, especially the legal framework of the electrical energy system is based on the
assumption that electrical energy can only be generated and consumed once. At regular
intervals the energy legislator then puts various duties on the parties generating or consuming
energy. At the moment the billing and calculation of taxes and levies from the traction current
network is clear. With the charging operation of e-buses, a component enters the energy flows
of the networks, which cannot be detected with the currently simplified rules.
This results in the risk that energy flows previously not taken into account, in their proportionate
effect on the participation in the charging process, could receive technical attention, e.g.
Recuperation when braking.Statutory assessment of all energy compensatory processes in
the grid as energy consumption or generation and possible double burden for levies and
considerable measurement and accrual costs.
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However, this does not mean that the intended multiple use of the infrastructure of a traction
power supply system would be illegally per se. However, it does mean that public transport
companies that take on one (or several) new market role(s) are confronted with the valid legal
requirements, which often imply administrative, personnel and sometimes even economic
challenges.
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8. Appendix
Summary Feasibility study on “Use tram network sub-stations for (re) charging evehicles

Problem Definition and Important Results of the Legal Assessment
1

Introduction

To protect the climate, improve the air quality and increase the efficiency of resources, a shift
in mobility is absolutely necessary. Innovative drives as well as private and public electric
transport modes link the mobility sector and the electrical energy sector more and more. If the
potentials of electrified urban rail systems and public transport companies are to be more
intensively used by electric non-rail vehicles and if the electrical energy generated within urban
rail systems is not only to be used by rail vehicles, it has to be clarified whether and to which
extent this new “interface” between the mobility system and the electrical energy system has
already been considered by law, which new challenges emerge and which obstacles the present
legal framework imposes on such concepts.
The public transport companies – and all the other market actors involved in the mobility shift
– also face special challenges because it seems that it has not been finally clarified by policy
and by law where the future electric mobility, i.e. the interface between the mobility system
and the electrical energy system, and the present legal framework for these two sectors are to
be placed. So far, energy legislation has hardly provided a coherent legal framework that is
suited for the special electric mobility requirements, i.e. a legal framework that includes the
special position of electric mobility within the energy system and protects the electrical energy
system from “excessive demand”, on the one hand, and that does not set up further obstacles
for the politically intended development of electric mobility in the form of further legal
uncertainties and risks, on the other hand.
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2 Fundamental problems: Registration in accordance with the energy
law each time electrical energy has been generated or consumed as
well as the “black box principle”
Until now, the energy law has mainly ruled the generation, consumption and transport of
energy. However, the requirements of the new energy world with its more or less renewable
energy as well as its extremely efficient and environmentally friendly technologies have not
been adequately considered yet. Thus, e.g. the conventional intermediate storage of energy, e.g.
in batteries and flywheels, and the related consumption, inclusive of the recuperation of braking
energy, have not been sufficiently considered yet.
So far, especially the legal framework of the electrical energy system is based on the assumption
that electrical energy can only be generated and consumed once. At regular intervals the energy
legislator then puts various duties on the parties generating or consuming energy. Thus, e.g.
indirect costs are allocated to the price for electrical energy in the form of certain so-called
“final consumer levies” (in Germany e.g. the so-called EEG levy in accordance with the
Renewable Energy Act, the electricity tax, the fee for the transmission of electrical energy, the
so-called KWKG levy in accordance with the Combined Heat and Power Generation Act, the
offshore liability levy, the so-called StromNEV levy in accordance with the Regulation on the
Fees for Access to Grids and the so-called AbLaV levy in accordance with the Regulation on
Agreements concerning Interruptible Loads or the Concession Levy) or certain administrative
duties are specified for the supply or self-supply of the so-called “final consumers” with
electrical energy (e.g. a duty to register, report or inform towards certain market actors and
institutions, a duty to set up contracts and invoices in a certain way and a duty to identify the
electrical energy).
If, however, electrical energy is consumed – simply speaking – “several times in a row”, it is
obvious that this basic understanding reaches its limits and can result in multiple burdens of
various events, which is neither justifiable for objective reasons nor politically intended. An
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example is the charging of an energy storage unit like a battery in an electric bus, which is
legally assessed as “final consumption”, and the resulting “real” final consumption of the
electrical energy during the discharging, e.g. the conversion of kinetic energy by the electric
motor. A further example is the use of electrical energy to generate the kinetic energy for a
tramcar, which then recuperates its braking energy, which is “reused” by the tramcar itself or
by another tramcar (see Figure 1).

Transition into the traction
power supply system

1 000 kWh

Traction power supply system

2 000 kWh

Escalator

250 kWh

250 kWh

250 kWh

The black arrows indicate the path of the electrical energy (from the power station to the next consumer via
the traction power supply system).
The green arrows indicate the source of the energy drawn from the traction power supply system.

Figure 1:

So-called multiple consumption of one quantity of electrical energy due to
recuperation by the tramcar (Note: Each arrow indicates an event of relevance to
the energy law, see Figures 3 and 4)
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This basic understanding has not been questioned or modified yet – at least not in the German
energy law. On the contrary, for various reasons (e.g. the joint and several principle by the
financing of the development of the renewable energy and the combined heat and power
generation or the improvement of the electrical grid via the so-called “final consumer levies”
or the verifiability and reliability of the electrical energy system with its increasingly decentral
supply structures) it has been decided to first include power generation and consumption events
into the energy law as “broadly” as legally possible and to subject them to regulation via the
energy law as comprehensively as possible.
As regards e.g. the question whether a power generation and consumption event is of relevance
to the energy law, it is irrelevant whether this event concerns the public electrical grid or occurs
beyond it. Thus, e.g. energy supply events occurring within a one-family house or a so-called
“off-grid system”, direct supply events between participants in the depot of a company or tenant
power models in a multi-family house are always subjected to regulation according to the
energy law, i.e. the German energy law does not know the so-called “black box principle”. This
tendency has become more apparent in the last few years, and therefore “blind spots” are
increasingly being “lighted” (examples of such gradually tightened legal “access”, which
increasingly influences daily life and can lead to significant administrative and economic
challenges for the parties involves, are the cross-supply of electrical energy in the infeed
systems of wind power stations, the use of energy storage units for the self-supply and – on a
large-scale basis – the generation of electrical energy by industrial estates or farms, which they
then consume themselves).
To ensure that the results are not irrelevant, the German legislation specifies different
exemptions, dispensations and privileges for numerous events, processes and activities, which
are to reduce some duties and burdens. Thus, the German legislator has specified some explicit,
but highly complex rules for the intermediate storage of electrical energy, which are to ensure
that there is not more than one financial burden on “multiple final consumption” despite the
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basic understanding explained above. Other examples of such special rules in the German law
are the privilege rules for the self-supply specified in the Renewable Energy Act (EEG), the
rules on reduced financial burden for companies with high energy costs and for rail transport
companies in the EEG and the Combined Heat and Power Generation Act (KWKG), and
electricity tax rules. The recuperation of electrical energy is also regarded as a special factual
situation here and there in the German energy law, but – in argumentum e contrario – this also
means that if no special rule specifies a privilege, an event always has to be regarded as an
event pursuant to the energy law in accordance with the rules specified above – if relevant, with
the consequences of the duty structure of the energy law valid for the power generation and
consumption event.
Beside the above mentioned basic considerations concerning the classification of power
generation and consumption events the question arises whether and to which extent the
infrastructure for the distribution of electrical energy is subjected to the special rules for the
operation of electrical grids laid down in the energy law. This question always has to be seen
isolated from the unbundling principle specified in the energy law. It can have considerable
administrative and economic effects on third parties’ legal and contractual access to e.g. the
distribution infrastructure and on the charging of fees for the use of the distribution
infrastructure due to certain duties to report, document or inform. Here, too, it applies that the
energy law does not know the “black box principle”, i.e. it says that it always has to be examined
whether e.g. a power distribution infrastructure operated by a company or privately operated
supply lines can be regarded as an electrical grid and whether and to which extent certain reliefs
or exemptions apply in the German law (e.g. as a “closed distribution system”, to which certain
reliefs apply according to certain rules, or as a “customer system”, which is not included in the
rules for the operation of electrical grids).
Consequently, public transport companies that make their traction power supply systems
available to third parties, e.g. by making charging current available to electric vehicles, by
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providing third parties with electrical energy on the spot or by feeding energy back to the public
electrical grid, increasingly risk that the events occurring within their traction power supply
systems (e.g. recuperation of braking energy) are being more “lighted” on the basis of the above
mentioned energy law principles. So far, the traction power supply system has, so to speak,
more or less been regarded as a “black box” in the sense of the energy law, but this might
change if multiple use of the infrastructures of traction power supply systems gets more
common (cf. Figures 2 - 4). This does not mean that the intended multiple use of the
infrastructure of a traction power supply system would be illegally per se. However, it does
mean that public transport companies that take on one (or several) new market role(s) are
confronted with the valid legal requirements, which often imply administrative, personnel and
sometimes even economic challenges (see 3).

Weiterer Vor-Ort-Verbrauch
(Stationen, Rolltreppen,
Beleuchtung etc.)
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Figure 2:
Scenario 1:

Is the traction power supply system exclusively a power consumer or a so-called
black box acc. to the energy law?
A public transport company charges the battery of an electric bus

Blue arrows = self-supply events?

Further local consumption
(stations, escalators,
lighting etc.)

Figure 3:

Power generation and consumption events of relevance to the energy law when the
black box is “lighted” (scenario 1)
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Scenario 2:

Third parties charge the batteries of electric vehicles and recuperated braking
energy is fed to the public electrical grid

Blue arrows = self-supply events?

Red arrows = energy
supply events?

Further local consumption
(stations, escalators,
lighting etc.)

Figure 4:

Power generation and consumption events of relevance to the energy law when the
black box is “lighted” (scenario 2)

3 Effects of the increasing use of a traction power supply system for the
charging of the batteries of electric vehicles: Challenges to the public
transport companies
As explained above, the increasing development of electric mobility, which will in future
include recuperable vehicles and traction power supply systems, means that new and unique
requirements have to be made for the regulation of the electrical energy system and the energy
markets, which have not been fully considered by the law to date. For this reason many, partly
highly complex principal questions arise – also to public transport companies – already at the
present legal state. The result is considerable legal uncertainty and slow-down of innovative
projects.
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Challenge I:

Classification of the activities of public transport companies in accordance with
the energy law (“lighting” of the black box)

Depending on the concrete legal structure, the question arises whether the generation and
consumption of electrical energy within a traction power supply system (e.g. by recuperating
braking energy) is an event of relevance to the energy law. If so, the question about the
regulations that have to be observed can lead to considerable practical problems. If, however,
public transport companies involve themselves more in the mobility and energy systems
because they begin to “open” their traction power supply systems to third parties, questions that
have not been put so far might increasingly have to be put and can lead to practical difficulties
with the realisation (cf. “lighting” of the black box above). Thus, the concrete question whether
each event of consumption of electrical energy recuperated by a tramcar is self-supply to be
charged with an EEG levy for the internal generation of electrical energy should be put already
now due to the valid energy law regulations. Moreover, it should be considered whether this
question is of relevance to the electricity tax law and to the special rules for relief of a financial
burden that apply to traction energy. At cumbersome effort it might also be possible to argument
that the special rules for energy storage facilities should apply to avoid multiple financial
burdens. Due to these considerations it might also be necessary to specify specific requirements
for the measurement of the electrical energy generated and consumed as well as specific duties
to report and inform, which would probably hardly be realisable in practice. The result would
be a “sanction” due to a – at least partial – (multiple) financial burden on the recuperated
quantities of electrical energy in the form of the EEG levy.
Challenge II: New market role for public transport companies as generators and sellers of
electrical energy
When public transport companies begin to generate and sell electrical energy (e.g. by operating
electric mobility charging stations, operating electric bus fleets or making charging
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infrastructure available to third parties that want to charge their electric vehicles), they take on
a new market role, which means that they also have to observe the legal framework for electrical
energy systems. At least within the German energy law, electric mobility is not per se e.g.
exempted from the energy law as a special “mobility path”. On the contrary, electric mobility
is principally subjected to the energy law because it is regarded as a power generation and
consumption event (according to the energy law a vehicle battery is a power generating plant).
Nevertheless, the energy law does indeed include some special rules for various electric
mobility aspects. This means that if public transport companies enter the market for electric
road vehicles, they are inevitably subjected to the valid law for electrical energy in accordance
with the relevant legal system, which in turn depends significantly on the concrete wording of
the relevant special act. If it is e.g. specified – as in the EEG – that the sale of electrical energy
at a charging station makes the operator of this charging station to an electricity enterprise in
the legal sense, the requirements for electricity enterprises also apply to the operator of the
charging station, provided that there is no exemption rule (the EEG does not include such an
exemption rule). According to German law this might e.g. mean that the operator of the
charging station is responsible for the paying of the EEG levy for the charged energy and that
he has to fulfil certain duties to report towards the responsible local operator of the transmission
system. Moreover, further administrative duties might have to be observed on the basis of e.g.
the electricity tax law or the general Energy Act if electrical energy is sold to third parties (e.g.
a duty to report to the grid operators or to authorities, a duty to set up contracts and invoices in
a certain way and a duty to identify the electrical energy). The resulting administrative and
economic requirements are usually not aimed at new actors on the energy market and can lead
to many difficulties with the realisation of the new market role, which can be deterrent for the
future involvement in the energy and mobility world. However, special rules might also apply
to certain fields of application. Thus, e.g. the German Law on Electricity and Gas Supply
(EnWG) says that an operator of a charging station is not regarded as an electricity enterprise
in the sense of this law – contrary to the EEG –, for which reason no special duties of electricity
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enterprises apply to the operator of a charging station pursuant to the EnWG because the
charging current is regarded as having been “consumed” at an earlier stage. Finally, special
rules for electric mobility are also found in the electricity tax law.
Challenge III: Privileges for public transport companies versus sale of non-privileged electrical
energy and feeding energy back to the public electrical grid
Especially public transport companies are always faced with the additional challenge that their
main business task, i.e. operation of rolling stock, is often privileged in the form of subsidies,
tax reliefs or exemption from levies, but that these privileges do not apply to the sale of
electrical energy to third parties via their traction power supply systems for other purposes, e.g.
for the charging of the batteries of electric buses or electric cars or for the sale of electrical
energy via their traction power supply systems. Thus, if public transport companies “open”
their traction power supply systems to third parties, i.e. if they change from being pure power
consumers to being active participators in the energy system, they are often confronted with
requirements for complex delimitations and measurements. Rail systems benefit from certain
privileges because the legal electricity rate components mentioned above (“final consumer
levies”) would lead to unacceptable financial burdens due to their high consumption of
electrical energy. Thus, e.g. the EEG, the KWKG and the electricity tax law specify special
privileges for the electrical energy needed to operate rail systems. From the point of view of
public transport companies it can be problematic that they are obligated to exactly measure (or
otherwise determine) the quantity of electrical energy that is not consumed by their rolling stock
to exclude this quantity from the privileged quantity of electrical energy and that they have to
appropriately document and demonstrate this to assert the privilege in question. If the operation
of electric road vehicles, i.e. electric buses or cars, does not entitle to the privilege, the quantities
of electrical energy consumed by these vehicles have to be determined and calculated to be
excluded from the privileged quantity. If a public transport company ignores this fact, it puts
the privilege ensuring its existence at risk or risks administrative or penal sanctions.
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This situation can arise even if the legislator intends to give equal treatment to certain electric
mobility applications if it is very difficult to realise these electric mobility applications in
practice. Thus, since the beginning of this year it has been possible to privilege electric buses
operated within public transport according to the German electricity tax law under certain
conditions. The legislator does indeed specify a financial relief that equals the one given for the
operation of rolling stock, but the fundamental principle selected for this privilege differs from
that for the operation of rolling stock (financial relief afterwards instead of exemption from the
beginning). To the public transport companies this means that they have to determine both the
quantity of electrical energy needed for the operation of their rolling stock and the quantity of
electrical energy needed for the other electric mobility applications and that the privileges have
to be asserted at different times in different procedures. In practice, this leads to considerable
additional work and means a higher risk of making mistakes, which in turn leads to the legal
and economic risks described above. Thus, if further public transport privileges are extended to
offers for electric mobility – as the new Federal Government plans for electric buses in respect
of the EEC levy by analogy to the privilege for the rail systems (see above) according to its
coalition agreement –, it is important to pay notice to the way in which these privileges are to
be realised and whether they lead to further requirements for the public transport companies.
However, by the development of the public transport companies to providers of electrical
energy and electric mobility services care has to be taken that their present privileges, which
usually ensure their existence, are not put at risk by their new business activities. The public
transport companies then also have to take on the new market role as energy system
participants, which is comprised in e.g. the direct sale of electrical energy to third parties on the
spot (if relevant, in consideration of the duties of electricity enterprises, see above) or in the
feeding of recuperated electrical energy or internally generated electrical energy into the public
electrical grid and its further marketing. This interaction with the energy system, which is fully
new to many public transport companies, and the relevant legal requirements lead to many new
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challenges, which are probably still a big obstacle to the initiation of such innovative projects.
Moreover, the transmission of more electrical energy from traction power supply systems to
public electrical grids leads to many other practical and legal questions, e.g. about the rights
and duties of the operator of the public electrical grid concerning the technical and legal
handling of the supply connection and the power supply, the marketing of the electrical energy,
the development of special marketing services, the flexibility of the power supply and the
potentials for services stabilising the public electrical grids and the traction power supply
systems, which can be performed by public transport companies. Thus, public transport
companies probably often have to find marketing partners, who handle the financial and
commercial sale of the electrical energy, usually at a service charge, because most public
transport companies neither want to perform these services nor have the technical and financial
know how needed to transmit electrical energy to final consumers via the balancing group
within the public electrical grid or to profitably sell the electrical energy on the energy stock
market or other markets. Whether and to which extent e.g. the offer for electrical energy from
traction power supply systems is interesting to other providers of marketing services and which
profit options exist for the parties involved, depend on many different factors (like the
development of the electricity markets and the flexibility of the service providers and public
transport companies), which cannot be assessed at present.
To develop the potentials of the necessary cooperation in society to a regenerative,
environmentally friendly and sustainable energy and mobility system, exacter framework
conditions have to be specified. It has to be the objective that companies and persons which/
who are not familiar with the energy world can contribute to the development of the energy
system, on the one hand, and that the safety, stability and affordability of the electrical energy
system are still ensured, on the other hand.
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Policy Recommendations
To support the development of the future technologies in the fields of renewable energy supply,
energy storage and electric mobility in a market- and system-fair way, it is absolutely essential
that a coherent regulatory framework is provided for the interface between the mobility sector
and the electrical energy sector.
To some extent, public transport companies will have to submit themselves to the regulations
of the energy law just as all other market participants if they intensify their energy-related
activities. However, a coherent and administratively “leaner” legal framework for the decentral
generation and sale of electrical energy would be most welcome as the numerous uncertainties
and inconsistencies restrain public transport companies – and many other market actors – from
developing innovative electric mobility concepts.
Especially the following aspects are to be considered by the elaboration of the legal framework
for electrified road transport:

1 Creation of a level playing field for the market actors
With an electrical energy system that gets more and more decentral and has numerous actors,
the market roles within the electrical energy sector have to be so defined and elaborated that
the requirements are clear and that excessive demands and deterrent effects are avoided.
No complex requirements for energy entrepreneurship on the part of public transport companies


It has to be avoided that each – sometimes paltry – sale of electrical energy to a third
party, e.g. at a charging station or to a consumer who is directly connected in another
way, implies complex requirements for energy entrepreneurship like a duty to
register, report, inform or document or a duty to pay some kind of levy or contribution,
as this would overstrain new actors on the energy market. Options are petty sum limits
or exemptions from certain common duties by the sale of electrical energy. Moreover,
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special rules for e.g. pilot projects and test operation phases would be a possible
option. Special rules are also imaginable for the classification of traction power
supply infrastructure according to the energy law in respect of the special regulations
for the operation of grids.
No risk of existence-ensuring privileges on the part of public transport companies by the
development of electric mobility offers


The regulations have to be so elaborated that existence-ensuring privileges granted to
public transport companies (e.g. tax reliefs and subsidies) are not put at risk by the
realisation of innovative projects like electric mobility concepts. If the legal situation
is harmonised in favour of electric vehicles within public transport, it is important to
avoid that additional obstacles are de facto created for the public transport companies
concerned. It is particularly important to avoid that public transport companies have
to perform further administrative tasks and that legal uncertainties arise to the public
transport companies because the requirements for the delimitation of the single
quantities of electrical energy are exaggerated. This would counteract the effect
intended by policy, i.e. the promotion of the development of electric mobility, because
the risk of making mistakes and thus the economic and legal risks of the public
transport companies would be too high.

Clear and practical legal framework for public transport companies


The legal framework for the increasing electrification of public transport, inclusive of
the public road transport, has to be clear and simple due to the many (different kinds
of) market actors. Impractical measuring and settlement concepts, exaggerated duties
to document and exaggerated administrative burdens also have to be avoided.
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Nevertheless, the legal framework has to sufficiently meet the shared responsibility
of all actors in the energy system on the whole. Thus, an exemption from duties or
another kind of privilege shall not make certain companies in the transport sector
improperly better off, but only allow that actors that already shape and influence the
transport world and that are predestined for playing an important role by the
politically intended development of electric mobility due to their know how and their
infrastructures, especially in urban areas, can participate in the mobility shift and
speed it up significantly.

2 Creation of a level playing field for the new technologies
No legal uncertainties concerning the generation and sale of electrical energy on the part of
public transport companies


The new technologies for the generation and consumption of electrical energy as well
as their new fields of application, e.g. electric mobility, energy storage and
recuperation, have to be separately considered in the legal framework in a way that
does justice to their function, their importance and their special properties. It is
especially important to avoid legal uncertainties concerning the relevance of the
single power generation and consumption events to the energy law and to clearly
define whether special duties (e.g. a duty to measure, a duty to inform and report or a
duty to pay levies) can or cannot be applied to the single technologies or procedures
(e.g. by defining clear exemptions of certain market actors from certain duties or by
using clear terms and definitions).

No multiple burdens on the part of public transport companies


It is particularly important to elaborate and develop the legal framework in a legally
secure way so that inexact legal regulations do not lead to multiple burdens in the
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form of statutory levies, taxes, duties and fees. Moreover, exaggerated and impractical
requirements for measurements and settlement or for the duties to document and
inform have to be avoided as they can lead to multiple burdens and can result in
further legal uncertainty because it is often impossible to realise them in practice and
because they increase the risk of making mistakes.
Creation of clear framework conditions for electrical grids and for marketing


The increasing interactions between the transport sector and the electrical energy
sector should also be considered by the regulation of the electrical grids and the
marketing so that practical and appropriate solutions can develop on the market. It is
especially important to try and offer attractive marketing options for electrical energy
fed back to public electrical grids by traction power supply systems to promote the
meaningful use of recuperated energy and to increase the utilisation of potential
energy from traction power supply systems.
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